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This chapter consists of two parts. First, it deals with the conclusion of the thesis, which is discussed under 5.1. Second, it deals with suggestion for those who want to conduct their analysis on D.H. Lawrence’s The Trespasser which is discussed under 5.2.

5.1 Conclusion

The Trespasser is a person who has been put into a place or situation where one is not welcome. In D.H. Lawrence’s The Trespasser, trespasser refers to Helena Verden, one of the major characters, who should not take Beatrice’s husband without permission. In one hand, Helena has no right to have an affair with Siegmund Mac Nair because he is a married man. Nevertheless, she breaks the rule because she loves him very much. On the other hand, Siegmund plays unfaithfully to his family eventhough he cares with his family so much. Therefore, the writer wants to analyze about the cause and effect of the unfaithfulness of Siegmund. There are two kinds of the unfaithfulness: intern and extern cause. The intern cause includes: the uncomfortable of disorganize house, lack of communication between husband and wife, and the last is about financial problem. The extern cause is the presence of
Helena herself as the other woman. The greatest effect of the unfaithfulness of Siegmund is his committing suicide that he never regrets.

The writer has got an important message after reading this novel that one should have a great thought of the effect that may arise to overcome a problem instead of doing the foolish thing.

5.2 Suggestion

In this thesis, the writer analyses the cause and the effect of the faithfulness of Siegmund Mac Nair in The Trespasser. Besides this, the writer thinks that The Trespasser can be analyzed from another aspect like the language. She hopes that this aspect can be analyzed by any students who are interested in examining them for related studies, independent analysis, or project in literary class.
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